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 Along with health and safety tips, you'll find a brief history of body decoration, specialized
advice, and guidelines for using body paints and mehndi to try out different looks before
deciding on a permanent image. Figure out how to design your own or choose from more
than 500 traceable images which range from traditional tribal, Asian, ta moko, and knotwork
motifs to fantasy icons like dragons, mermaids, and fairies to animals, blooms, and
celebrities.The Tattoo Sourcebook is your one-stop look for all things tattoo.
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MEGA SUCKS!.!! I own the next Sourcebook (the more costly one - that is definitely the one
you should buy rather than this crap). I didn't believe the testimonials upon this one, i believed
there had to be something worth it in here. The tribal in here's Native American Tribal -
everything - all indigenous amer.! there actually isn't. it sucks. there's not a lot of categories in
this publication unlike the next one. You will not find some of that here. It'll never be in my
waiting area or on my coffee table.. tribal, therefore if you're into that, then you'll like this book..
There's a celtic section aswell, but you could find the styles in this reserve on the web or in the
next Sourcebook, and method better designs at that as well. Beware if you want it for tribal
factors, cuz you won't start to see the gothic tribal you're probaly used to viewing in the
periodicals. This 1st edition one has indigenous amer. tribal, celtic, mostly floral too - and like i
said, the images in listed below are pretty basic and also small. none are large or medium size
like everything you find in the next Sourcebook. You could see way better images online.Don't
work with this book. I am sorry i bought it and didn't choose to believe the evaluations. Easily
was you, go buy the 2nd Sourcebook - it offers way more categories, large tattoos - colored
and dark and gray types, tons to choose from in the 2nd book, def worth the money. don't
bother w/ the 1st sourcebook. The tribal in this reserve is pathetic. Not worth it.. If not really,
don't buy it. This book is not worth the cost of shipping. The pictures contained aren't "Tattoo"
worthy. The Celtic function is ok, and the henna stuff at the end is good for that kind of point.
But this is simply not an excellent book for your customers to look at when waiting for their
appointment.. Overall its okay. OK This isnt exactly what I thought it was likely to be. More
simply types of style, icon, design. Two Stars Total garbage the only factor it got two stars is
because it can have pictures. Good gift Gave as something special to a friend who would like
to get into tattooing. She loved it and I cannot wait till she gets into tattooing! I experienced
people tell me that this book was a waste of their time merely to look at and others why thinks
kids had put this book together Tat Book Basic information simple design. save your money
What's going on with this no-one will want a tattoo out of the book. Would be best for
reference materials. One Star This should say tattoo sourcebook for toddlers!. Five Stars Nice
pictures..good reference
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